MUNDY then told RUBY that signs such as in these photographs were prominently displayed all over Dallas and were even used as car stickers. RUBY was not aware of this and MUNDY recalled that RUBY put the two photographs back in his pocket and disappeared.

MUNDY recalled that after RUBY left, he (MUNDY) asked if anyone knew that man and somebody said that was JACK RUBY. MUNDY said he associated the name RUBY with a nightclub in Dallas. He said this was his only association with JACK RUBY.

X. MISCELLANEOUS INQUIRIES AND ALLEGATIONS RELATING TO OSWALD

(A) Allegation by SALVADOR DIAZ VERSUS CONCERNING OSWALD AND SILVIA BENitez

The White House at Washington, D. C., received a paper entitled "Possible Psychological Motivations in the Assassination of President Kennedy" written by JON I. LASAGA, 2340 N. 7th Avenue, Apartment 4, Miami, Florida.

This speculative paper attempted to establish that the motivation of OSWALD in the assassination of President KENNEDY was FIDEL CASTRO or a CASTRO agent and that OSWALD was so motivated during his trip to Mexico between September 27 and October 2, 1963. The paper included the allegation that OSWALD had an extended interview with the Cuban Ambassador to Mexico, whom he met at a restaurant on the outskirts of Mexico, D. F., from where they departed together in the Cuban Ambassador's automobile for a private conversation.

LASAGA had advised the White House that he received the above report from SALVADOR DIAZ VERSUS, an employee of the Voice of Cuba in Miami, Florida, who received the information from SALVADOR DIAZ VERSUS, who reportedly was in
On January 17, 1964, T-5 advised that he had been unable to locate a "Caballo Blanco" restaurant in Mexico, D. F., but stated that there is a "Caballo Bayo" restaurant located on the outskirts of Mexico, D. F. Source stated that it is a very large, typical, Mexican restaurant which does a thriving business. Source advised that on January 11, 1964, the photographs of former Cuban Consul Eduardo Lescay Lopez, now in charge of the Cuban Consulate at the time of Oswald's visit, of Cuban Ambassador Joaquin Hernandez Areas, of Silvia Duran, and of Oswald were shown to the employees of the "Caballo Bayo" restaurant and extensive interviews among the employees of this restaurant were conducted without locating anyone who could recognize any of the photographs of the persons mentioned above as having been at this restaurant.